
Features:
• Sturdy aluminum construction
• Gas spring, angle-adjustable arm with flexible elbow joint
• 360-degree rotation points at arm base and elbow joint
• Tablet holder tilts at two axes and rotates 360 degrees 
for portrait and landscape orientations
• C-clamp and grommet installation systems
• 2 USB ports in base and 2 USB cables originating from 
base to keep your device charged
• Compatible with 7-13 inch tablets, including iPad mini, 
iPad Air, iPad Pro 12.9, Surface Pro 4, and more

Specifications:
• Dimensions: 25” x 10” x 3.75”
• USB cable lengths: 70.87 inches
• Arm length: 17.4 inches
• Maximum clamp width: 3.45 inches
• Weight: 5.49 lbs.
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Package Includes: 
(1) Tablet holder
(1) Arm
(1) C-clamp
(1) Set of mounting hardware

Tablet Mount and USB Hub

Easily adjusts for
horizontal or
vertical views

Tablet Mount and USB Hub
This versatile arm mount combines a generous set of joints and pivot 
points with a sturdy aluminum build to make your tablet the centerpiece 
of your digital workspace. The perfect addition to a classroom, 
conference room, or doctor’s office, this remarkable aluminum arm 
installs easily to a desk, countertop, or table, using either the 
adjustable scratch-protected C-clamp or the included grommet 
mounting system. Customize your setup, with 360-degree rotating 
pivot points at both the arm base and at the flexible, gas spring 
elbow joint. The tablet holder attaches to the end of the arm at 
another tilting joint and rotates 360 degrees for portrait and landscape 
orientations. At the base of the mount are 2 USB extension ports and 
2 USB extension cables for easy charging while in use. Just plug the 
attached USB cables into a computer or other power source, then plug 
your tablet directly into the base of the stand.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UGsSXpC4paA&t=9s

